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If large concentrations of antimatter exist in the Universe and

if there is some order in their distribution, they should appear in

the form of galaxies or clusters. This is supported by the evidence

that our galaxy is a matter condensation. The symmetric model seems

able to explain the origin of larp;e inhomogeneities (Aldrovandi et

al.,l?/'<. and references therein) but the calculations are not defi-

nite ' present on the question whether the largest condensations

of art'j.«tter would be galaxies or clusters.

I clusters are formed by only one kind of material (pure mat-

ter x pure antimatter), the task of establishing the existence of

bul' antimatter will be extremely difficult. The best hope for it

woul 1 be the detection of annihilation gamma-ray coming from any

regi: A of contact between matter and antimatter, which would only

be pcssibla if a cluster contains both galaxies and antigalaxies.

This is the case we briefly discuss in this note, concentrating

in Coma, the best known of all clusters.

The present day upper limit for the gamma-ray flux above

100 MeV is 10"7fciif2 sec"1 (Kniffen et. al, 1973).

Let us consider the naive picture of a half-matter, half

antimatter cluster, an antigalaxy having probability 0.5 of being

immersed in a region of matter intracluster gas (and vice-versa).

At a given time, one half of the total number of galaxies would

show annihilation-produced gamma emission, due to the interactions
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between particles of the intracluster and the interstellar gases.

The annihilations of intracluster particles on stars is negligible

for two main reasons: first, the surface offered by the stars to

capture an incident particle is too small; second, the kinetic

energy of the particles (see data below) is too high for gravita-

tional effects to have any importance.

The number of gas-gas annihilation per second per galaxy can

be estimated by

Each factor in this formula deserves a few comments.

5) hg is the particle density of the inrerstellar gas, running

from 10"1 em"3 for, spirals to 10"° for elliptics (Balkowski, 1973);

in the case of Coma, the spirals constitute about one tenth of the

total number of galaxies (Rood et al., 1972); we shall take the va-,

—1 —3

lue 10 cm as typical, and only consider the spirals as effecti-

ve for annihilation.
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ii) Vg is a galaxy volume, typically « 10 cm .

iii) N is the particle density of the intracluster gas; for

want of better, we suppose its distribution as a function of the

distance to the cluster center to be of the same form which fits

the galaxies'; estimates from X - ray measurements indicate that

only 3% of the cluster mass is in gas (Gunn and Gott, 1972). The

number density for particles at a distance r from the center is

then

a? e
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where a * 170 Kpc.

This leads to an average density N s 2*10~ cm"
O

iv) v is the relative collision velocity; from the estimated

temperature of the intracluster gas (Rood et.al., 1972), the ther-
7 -1mal velocity for protons is 5.4*10 cm sec , slightly below the

average r.m.s. velocity of the galaxies, 8.6«10 cm sec' ; this

last value will be used for v.

v) fi^is the annihilation cross-section; at our energies (Al-
— 2U °

drovandi, Puget, 1971), 0^,s 7*10 ^ > so that the annihilation

rate is O^v « 6*10 cm sec~ .

vi) The factor £ takes intc amount the transmission of antipar-

ticles through a galaxy, due to the large annihilation mean free

path X ^ » ( N g ^ ) " 1 » 1 0 2 U cm:

f . 1 - e

where h is the height scale of the interstellar pas (—100 pc).

vii) b represents the mirror effect (Spitzer 1962), due to the

difference between the magnetic fields inside and outside a galaxy;

the later is unknown. Accepting Harrison's model for the generation

of cosmic magnetic fields (Harrison 1972), the inter-galactic field
— 8 ~3

is ** 10 gauss and so bSlO
With the values given above,

38PQ *10 annih. per sec per galaxy.

The average number of f's produced per annihilation is U (Mo.

ritz, 1369). Now, if we consider that in one half of the (-100) spi

rals of Coma annihilation takes place, the number of f's rsitted
40per second is n # 2 * 1 0

The distance from Coma being D * 3*10 cm (Rood et al.,1972), the



flux at the earth would be

« -a -

far below the present day possibilities of detection.

For other clusters things could he very different,but they are

very badly known. Take the example of the Virgo cluster. If we keep

all the above numbers except the known values of the number of ga-

laxies ("•2.500) and the distance (15 Mpc), the above flux becomes

n c« 2xio~
12f cm"2 sec"1, still undetectable.

All the above considerations are, of course, based on a very

rough picture of all the phenomena occurring in a cluster . It is

possible that some dynamical effect enhance the annihilation. This

is suggested by the analysis (Gunn and Gott, 1972) of the infall

of material into clusters and its possible consequences to galaxy

evolution and cluster morphology. Although the statistics is ra-

ther poor, an impressive observational result is the lack of spi-

ral galaxies in the central region of the Coma cluster. Following

Gunn and Gott, galaxies which are poor in interstellar gas would

have been stripped of it by the ram pressure of the intracluster

medium. Those authors have shown that the gas density in the cen-

tral region could be high enough for this process to be efficient.

A spiral rich-in-gas galaxy looses its gas as it crosses the cen-

tral region (of radius*»1.7Mpo) of the cluster, in a time»6xio sec.

The annihilation time in the central region is

S a
s (N (£v) s>2xio sec, much lover than the average for the

whole cluster,8^* 10 sec. ^f a galaxy is in that region, then

» 5*10 annil. per sec psi' gal.
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The corresponding flux would be fa » 5»10~ en* sec* per ga-

laxy. This would be easily detected, but the point is that no spiral

is seen in the centre (Rood et al., 1972).

We could eonsid*r what is probably a more realistic picture: the

spirals loose progressively their gas as they travel through intra-

cluster gas of intermediate densities, becoming elliptics wore qui-

ckly the nearer their trajectories are from the centre. Those of

large periastron remain spirals and are seen today at the duster

borders. Those of small periastron have becore elliptics.

If we use average values,

Mg s A^yfr ^ ioHI* ; ̂ s ia~10y cm2 sec"1 per gal.

So, if an appreciable number of galaxies follow this "interme-

diate" regime, it seems that the detection could become possible in

the next years, with the always improving accuracy of detectors. Of

course, the simple discovery of a f -flux would not be enough: only

after something is known of their spectrum could they be attributed

to annihilation.
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